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A critical view on learning from accident
investigations – some examples from road
tunnel fire investigations
(Et kritisk blikk på læring fra ulykkesundersøkelser – noen
eksempler fra tunnelulykker)

Learning from failures, learning from successes - Human Factors in
Accident Investigations
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NPRA’s risk based approach to (tunnel) traffic safety

The Zero Vision - foundations
Ethical principles
Scientific based knowledge
Principle of responsibility
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The Norton-accident
Fortrolig

Liability investigations

≠

Learning investigations?
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Facsimile Aftenposten 5 June 2015

Learning?
What is learning?
«The Graver – report»

Does «learning» influence the
accident investigation process?
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Learning from accident investigations
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Åsta-accident – learning
processes
Groth-commission (ad hoc assigned
investigation committee)
Norwegian State Railways (NSB)
Norwegian National Rail
Administration (JBV)
The Norwegian Railway Authority
(SJT)
The Police with help from UiO

Learning from failures, learning from successes - Human Factors in
Accident Investigations
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Fire safety in tunnels
«Safety – a system’s ability to avoid damages and losses»

Two cases/events:

1) Fire in the Oslofjord-tunnel in 2011 (AIBN, 2013)
2) Fire in the Gudvanga tunnel in 2013 (AIBN, 2015)
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Oslofjord tunnel

Self rescue principle
Self regulation principle
Cooperation principle
Universal design
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Gudvanga tunnel
Road-users trapped in smoke
Improve safety systems and
equipment
Improve reporting systems for
injuries
Information to road-users to aid self
rescue
Emergency response procedures and
systems
Cooperation principle
Learning from failures, learning from successes - Human Factors in
Accident Investigations
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Results – critical decisions
§ Event detection on CCTV and tunnel closure
§ Triplet alarm and resource allocation
§ Fire ventilation
§ Information to road-users (radio information, light, smoke dispersion)
§ Road-user solidarity
§ “Fearless firefighting behavior”
§ Rapid rescue with ATV (all-terrain vehicle) and the paramedics available

close to the scene in the tunnel
§ Debrief and the road users own initiatives to gather and cope with the

psychological stress reactions
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Workshop on tunnel safety 2015
“How do representatives from responsible road tunnel fire and rescue services
express their uncertainties and expectations?”
§ Little knowledge about traffic conditions, road-user behaviour and contents of
goods
§ Understanding the risk and vulnerability analyses
§ Comprehension of ventilation strategies
§ Situation awareness when meeting a tunnel with smoke coming out
§ The self-rescue principle balanced
against fire fighting and rescue
operation – ventilation strategies
§ Interaction between the traffic
control centre and the emergency
centre – lack of training
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Challenges in investigations
§
§

Understanding entire accident pictures is impossible
Identify explanatory factors involving leadership and management in
accordance with internal control principles:
§
§
§
§
§

Structures and documentation
No considerations of working practices
The roles of the managers are absent
External control functions prioritized
No systematic investigation of HES practices

Assumptions about learning are restricted to
safety recommendations
§ How is the investigation processes adapted
learning amongst target groups?
§ Involvement - fear of being disqualified
§
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Conclusions – still worried about learning
§ Who will learn? Contents, contexts and commitment

§ After the report is submitted to the Ministry of Transportation?
§ To what extent is it possible to «test» new knowledge from accident

investigations – what’s in it for me?

§ How are necessary reflections about «learning points» facilitated?
§ Who observes intended changes (learning) based on investigations?
§ Who ensures that confirmations are obtained from the investigations?
§ How can people affirm deeper comprehension of the system based on

investigations?
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